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                    Abstract
This paper advances a decision theoretical foundation for pricing scripts in the primary art market. We argue that while sociological factors play an important role, pricing scripts may well have economic determinants. We use a simple model of product differentiation implementing the undercut proof equilibrium concept to analyse the effects of the gallery’s and the artist’s reputation on the price the gallery charges. The results suggest that prices positively correlate with an artist’s reputation and negatively correlate with a gallery’s reputation. The model may therefore explain similar findings of recent empirical studies on pricing in the primary market for fine art.
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                    Notes
	Nevertheless, some analytical philosophers claim that aesthetic quality is reflected through specific properties. We owe this point to a referee.


	Multilevel regression models take into account the hierarchical structure of data. If for instance art customers are nested within art galleries, who in turn are nested in specific geographic regions traditional regression models can lead to false inferences.


	To some extent their analysis matches those of Rengers and Velthuis (2002) on Dutch galleries, but the latter did not include gallery reputation proxies.
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